**Cuba's Best Diving**

**MARÍA LA GORDA**
Isolated international diving center known for its caves, walls and profusion of black coral. Water conditions are remarkably calm and clear.

**PUNTA FRANCÉS**
Fifty-six astounding marked dive sites off La Isla de la Juventud renowned for their swim-throughs, tunnels, wrecks, clear water and huge variety of marine life.

**BAHÍA DE COCHINOS**
Cuba's most accessible diving with a plunging 35km coral wall with a 70-80m drop-off located within about 50m of the shore. There are also a number of freshwater and saltwater cenotes (sinkholes).

**JARDINES DE LA REINA**
Practically virgin marine ecosystem off an uninhabited archipelago where prebooked divers are accommodated in an eight-room floating hotel.

**PLAYA SANTA LUCÍA**
One of the longest coral reefs in the world is located 1.5km offshore where the pièce de résistance is an underwater shark-feeding show.